Advantages of branched peptides in serodiagnosis. Detection of HIV-specific antibodies and the use of glycine spacers to increase sensitivity.
The reactivities of antibodies with branched and monomeric peptides were compared in ELISA assays. We found that lower amounts of antibodies could be detected with branched peptides than with monomeric peptides. This was observed with a monoclonal antibody and with antibodies in the sera of various HIV-positive individuals. To investigate the physical aspects of branched peptides important for the observed increase in sensitivity, glycine spacers of different lengths were introduced between the branched lysine core and the epitope reacting with the monoclonal antibody. The effect of the number of glycine residues, both on the sensitivity of antibody detection and on the amount of branched peptide needed to produce a given signal, was studied and the optimum was found at 4-5 residues. We discuss the basis for these findings and conclude that the routine use of branched peptides for serodiagnosis will give both greater sensitivity and appreciable cost savings.